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PRESENT 
 
Committee members: Councillors Adam Connell, Alan De'Ath (Chair), Lucy Ivimy 
and Harry Phibbs 
 
Other Councillors: Councillors Ben Coleman, Sue Fennimore, Andrew Jones, 
Caroline Needham and Guy Vincent   
 
Officers: Craig Bowdery (Scrutiny Manager) and Sue Harris (Director for Cleaner, 
Greener and Cultural Services)   
 

 
69. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

 
Apologies were received from Cllr Daryl Brown.  
 
 

70. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
Cllrs Fennimore and Connell declared non-pecuniary interests as they were 
both Local Authority trustees of the Lyric Theatre.  
 
 

71. MINUTES  
 
RESOLVED –  
That the minutes of the meeting held on 7th July 2015 be approved as a 
correct record and signed by the Chair.  
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72. THE ARTS STRATEGY  
 
The Committee received the proposed draft arts strategy entitled ‘Destination, 
creation and inclusion’ and the Chair explained that the accompanying officer 
report had been withdrawn as the draft strategy was self-explanatory. To 
introduce the strategy, Cllr Coleman (Cabinet Member for Commercial 
Revenue & Customer Satisfaction) described how delivering improvements 
and supporting the arts in Hammersmith & Fulham had been a pre-election 
manifesto commitment for the administration. The Council had therefore used 
the views and experiences expressed at the Committee meeting in March to 
develop the draft strategy, which was now open to consultation. The Council 
was committed to involving residents and artists in the development and 
delivery of the strategy and so views were now sought.  
 
Cllr Andrew Jones (Cabinet Member for Economic Development & 
Regeneration) explained that the strategy was intended to be a readable and 
useful document for local art organisations rather than an over-long and dry 
council document. He highlighted the three key themes of the strategy:  

 Destination: establishing the Borough as an attractive destination both 
for visitors and for artists by building on the existing strong offer 

 Creation: supporting artistic endeavour both in terms of the creative 
economy and job creation, and for pleasure and quality of life 

 Inclusion: ensuring all of the Borough’s residents can participate in and 
enjoy the arts  

 
The Chair explained that in order to facilitate the discussion, the meeting 
would be invited to consider the strategy in the context of the following 
questions. The comments made by members of the public were as follows:  
 
What is it that we as a borough and an arts community want to achieve? 

 In order to make the borough an arts ‘destination’, more must be done 
to raise awareness of existing activities – for example getting coverage 
in Time Out magazine 

 There is a lot of exciting work being done by local artists and 
organisations: more needs to be done to ensure everyone knows 
about it 

 Cathy Robertson from the Hammersmith & Fulham ArtsFest explained 
that the success of the ArtsFest had been through all organisations 
working as a whole with the energy of enthusiastic people – this 
approach needed to be expanded for the whole year with a 
commitment to support new and emerging artists and organisations as 
well as the more established 

 
What is the role of the council?  How can the council support the arts (not 
necessarily financially)? 

 Some galleries, such as at the Polish Centre, have available space for 
artists but need support and advice on promotion 

 The Council should act as an enabler to secure investment into the 
borough, such as getting developer contributions from projects such as 
Earls Court  
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o Cllr Jones acknowledged this point and explained that the 
provision of artistic space was prioritised in planning documents 
and this needed to be reflected in the arts strategy too. He also 
emphasised the need for artistic provisions delivered through 
s106 developer contributions needed to be carefully considered 
to ensure they were really meeting the needs of the community.  

 Make greater use of the big screen in Lyric Square – could include 
films or evening operas during the summer when the tennis is not on 

o Representatives from the Hammersmith BID confirmed that they 
would be happy to work with local artists to make the most of 
the screen when it was not being used 

 The big screen could also be used to display and promote collections 
such the library of WWI photography  

 Archived collections need to be made accessible online with high 
quality photographs 

 The relaxation of performance licences in pubs and music venues 
should be explored  

 The Council’s website needs a dedicated ‘tab’ or area that focusses on 
arts activities that has all of the information in a single place  

 A monthly ‘what’s on’ directory should be produced by the Council  

 Such a directory could also feature on the Lyric Square screen when 
not in use 

 Many artists have difficulty finding affordable performance space, even 
though many businesses would be prepared to offer free space in 
exchange for increased footfall – the Council could act as the 
matchmaker to facilitate such arrangements  

 Street-level signposts could be developed to highlight local attractions 
– this could also be developed into a smartphone app  

 The Council should have an artist in residence programme to embed 
an artist in its work and invite the artist to give a fresh perspective and 
reflect back (such as the artist residence programme at CERN) 

 Even if the Cecil French bequest cannot immediately be displayed, 
high resolution photographs should be available for schools, colleges 
and online  

o Cllr Jones confirmed that it was a manifesto commitment of the 
administration to protect and restore the Council’s assets, 
including the Cecil French bequest. Ideally the collection would 
be restored and displayed in a gallery in the borough however 
this was extremely expensive and there was currently no 
suitable gallery space in Hammersmith & Fulham. In the long 
term this may be deliverable via large scale developments, but 
in the medium term the Council would be considering whether 
the collection could be loaned to a suitable gallery so that they 
could be on public display. In the immediate term, the Council 
would look at the feasibility of photography some of the items, 
as long as doing so would not damage them.  

 Ravenscourt Park would be a good location for a literary festival  

 The Council could help arrange artists’ displays in cafes, libraries and 
public buildings  

 Publicity for the arts could be helped by utilising the Council’s existing 
email newsletter with a 35,000 distribution list 
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 Could the Council help work with the borough’s private schools and 
encourage them to think of their charitable status to allow local groups 
to have access to their facilities?  

 Empty buildings awaiting redevelopment could serve as temporary 
studio spaces, which the Council could help arrange  

 
Are the themes of ‘Destination, Creation, Inclusion’ right?  

 The positioning of ‘Creation’ was welcomed as it lay at the heart of 
what was trying to be achieved – and more studio space was 
necessary for this to happen  

 Some members of the public suggested that focussing on all three 
themes might risk diluting the limited resources too far and that it might 
be better to focus on a single priority 

o Cllr Jones explained that he felt that the three themes provided 
a framework for activities on a grand as well as on a more 
modest scale and that each theme was coterminous and 
complimentary to the others. He therefore did not think there 
would be a risk of focussing too much on one at expense of the 
others. It was also highlighted that the resources available to 
support the arts would not just be coming from the Council, but 
from maximising the funds of partners and attracting investment.  

 The Borough faced significant competition from central London and the 
West End to define itself as a major artistic location, but the success of 
performances at the Lyric Theatre and other activities such as a local 
dance group proved that people would travel here 

 Inclusion would be best delivered through education as the best way to 
include people was to help them participate – the Princes Trust had 
had success exciting young people by taking art to them in their 
environment and away from more sterile galleries.  

 
Are there any gaps in the strategy? Have we overlooked or underplayed 
something? Are we focussing on the wrong sectors? 

 The strategy needs a more solid timescale and performance matrix 

 There should be a greater focus on education and engaging children 
from an early age – the arts strategy should link with the wider 
education strategy 

 Attainment of standards such as the Arts Council’s ‘Arts Mark’ and 
other arts awards by schools and local organisations could be used to 
measure the success of the new strategy  

 Architecture and books and literary talks should be included in the 
strategy 

 The draft strategy features a heavy focus on engaging young people – 
consideration should be given to lifelong learning and engaging older 
generations too, as well as the benefits of inter-generational work  

 More should be done to make the most of art as a positive tool for 
health and social care, especially around mental health  

 
How do we consult the arts community and wider community?  

 Consultation on the draft strategy should proactively seek to engage 
with people using stalls in busy areas 
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 Consultation events should be arranged across the borough with visual 
displays and performances to make them art events in themselves 

 There should also be an online questionnaire that is circulated to 
everyone on the PAC’s mailing list, and then forwarded to 
organisations’ members 

 There could also be exhibitions in empty shops similar to those used 
for the flyunder project  

 The strategy should be confirmed by the end of the calendar year to 
maintain momentum and enthusiasm 

 
Members of the public argued that the Council needed a full-time Arts Officer 
to support the development of the new strategy and to achieve its aims. Cllr 
Jones explained that the Council currently shared a Head of Culture with 
Kensington & Chelsea, as well as an events team and the arts was also 
within the responsibilities of the Director for Cleaner, Greener & Cultural 
Services. Due to the significant reductions in central Government funding 
received by the Council, all expenditure needed to be balanced alongside 
other needs. As such Cllr Jones was not able to confirm whether or not a full 
time officer could be appointed, although he thought there might be scope to 
fund the position from developer contributions.  
 
It was agreed that the strategy should be signed-off by Christmas and that an 
update would be given at the next Committee meeting in November.  
 

73. DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING  
 
It was agreed that the future meeting dates were as follows:  

 Tuesday 3rd November 2015  

 Tuesday 1st December 2015  

 Tuesday 19th January 2016 

 Tuesday 8th March 2016 

 Wednesday 20th April 2016 
 

 
Meeting started: 7.00 pm 
Meeting ended: 8.57 pm 

 
 

Chairman   

 
 
 
 

Contact officer: Craig Bowdery 
Scrutiny Manager 
Governance and Scrutiny 

 : 020 8753 2278 
 E-mail: craig.bowdery@lbhf.gov.uk   
 


